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Welcome Back

photo by Maclean Flood

President DeRosa meets Paciftcah editors Jonathan Sherwood and Kate Lamping.

New President DeRosa
makes strong first impression

DeRosa held his first press con
ference July 6, before he and his
family had even spent one night in
) their new home on campus.
During the session, DeRosa was

His answer included praise for the fac
ulty, staff and individuals connected
with the university. "Many individu
als, inside and outside of higher edu
cation," DeRosa said, "had commented
[to him] on the quality of UOP and on
UOP's reputation."
This academic year DeRosa plans
to fill two high level administrative
positions: vice president of institu
tional advancement and the new uni
versity position of provost, a position
DeRosa previously held at the Univer
sity of North Carolina at Greensboro.
' DeRosa's broader plans include tak
ing UOP to the next level of excellence,
building a strong sense of community
and creating a common purpose that
includes putting the university ahead
of any individual.

asked about his impressions of UOP.

See DeRosa page 2

JEANNE CASTLEMAN

Pacifican staff writer

After dozens of meetings with
faculty, staff and students, Donald
I DeRosa is settling into his new job
as the 23rd president of UOP.
DeRosa will be formally intro
duced to the campus at a meeting
scheduled for Thursday, September
14 at 4 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Con( cert Hall, but he is already a familiar sight to many, showing up at a
freshman orientation session and
, °ther campus events this summer.

Freshmen SAT scores
high, basic skills low

Changes for Pacifican
for 1995-1996 year

MACLEAN FLOOD
Pacifican staff writer

ALYSON LEVY
Pacifican staff writer

It's the start of a new semester,
and this fall the campus is hosting a
new and improved freshman class,
with higher test scores and more
honor students than ever before.
"This is the best class, by average
test scores, in the last twenty years,'
said dean of Admissions, Ed
Schoenberg.
The final number of entering
freshman will not be known until
later this month, but 620 students
have paid confirmation fees and said
they planned on entering the univer
sity in the fall. This is a higher num
ber of students than were enrolled
last year.

The Pacifican is looking forward
to 1995-96 with a strong new and re
turning staff, plenty of improved
graphic designs and a sea of fresh
faces to inform and entertain.
Last year the paper changed its
size based on reader input. The
smaller size enables students to eas
ily read the paper in The Summit, the
dining halls, on a park bench or in
the back of class.
"The Pacifican staff is i;eady and
waiting to cover such things'as a new
president who is willing to directly
communicate with his students, an
influx of freshman with a higher av
erage SAT score, and sports teams

See Freshmen scores page 13

phot^Sy Darren Antonovich

Freshmen students Sarah Cherry and Marisa Mettler in CalUson Dinning HalL
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While you were gone:
Changes made on campus
this summer
News, page 2

Humor seen in renamed
Campus Way
Opinion, page IS

See Pacifican changes page 10
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While you were gone:
dies who have served UOP on £e

DEANNA STEPHENSON
Pacifican guest writer

Grace'Burns3 Baun,'

S McCaffrey

and Pat Atchley.

Attention: Bagel lovers
After many people complained
about the absence of bagels, Tiger's
Grocery employees posted an annoy
ing note, telling bagel complainers to,
in effect, get a life.
When the demand for bagels was
high, the supply for bagels was low,
leaving many feeling robbed of the
opportunity to purchase bagels con
veniently, right here on campus.
However, bagel lovers will be re
lieved to learn that Tiger's Grocery
has restored the supply of bagels. The
bagels cost 50 cents when purchased
before two p.m. and 25 cents after
two p.m.

Computer classes offered
for business professionals
Computer classes, involving com
puter equipment to learn Microsoft
Word for Windows, Excel and Power
Point, will be held on six consecutive
Friday afternoons this fall at UOP's
Eberhardt School of Business.
The classes, which begin Septem
ber 29, will help participants gain a
working knowledge and competency
in the Windows operating system.
Classes may be taken as a course or
as individual sessions.
The sessions will be held from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. Cost for the course is
$450, or $99 for each individual ses
sion. Call the Westgate Center at 9462643 to register or for additional in
formation.

Atchley Way, roses for first
ladies added
Campus Way was changed into a
pedestrian mall with grass, flowers
and trees and now it has been re
named. The Board of Regents voted
to rename the street Atchley Way.
Signs were installed in late May,
during the last year of President Bill
Atchley's term, to reflect the change.
Atchley installed the First Ladies' Rose
Garden in recognition of the first la-
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UOP's new orange and white par 
ing stickers are now available at the
Finance Center's cashier's office. Cost
is $75 for an A permit and $15 tor a
B permit. Parking enforcement will
begin on September 25th, according
to the department of Public Safety.

Student slightly injured in
chemistry lab explosion
A UOP chemistry student was in
jured in a minor lab explosion on the
south campus. The incident attracted
city fire trucks, university public
safety personnel andseveral media
representatives.
Graduate student Andreas Franz
was treated and released from
Dameron Hospital for facial cuts, ac
cording to department of Chemistry
chair, Michael Minch. Franz was
wearing safety goggles.
Franz was preparing the substance
nitropropene, that he had made sev
eral times previously. While Franz
was checking the position of a flask
during the experiment an explosion
was touched off.

Capital campaign reaches $60
million plus
As an attempt to keep tuition
down, Pacific's current capital cam
paign has exceeded $60 million, the
highest level of gift support in the
university's history. The aim is now
toward a goal of $70 million.
"We're ahead of schedule, and con
fident we will meet our goal," said
director of development Vern
Ummel. Endowment funds are used
to support student scholarships, fac
ulty development, library resources
and other areas that help the
university's academic standing to
continue.
"With a growing endowment, we
can attract students that wouldn't

SMART To implement service
improvements

UOP students and Stockton resi

dents using the San Joaquin Regional
Transit District (SMART) should
check to see if changes in local route
schedules will have any impact on
their arrival and departure times.
During the summer months,
SMART made changes to several
routes including 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 1
and 40. For more information or cop
ies of new bus schedules, call SMARI
at 943-1111 or 1-800-HOW-TO-R1DE.
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continued from page 1
pressed with his openness," said
Chambers. "1 appreciate his obvious
articulate manner. I like his philoso
phy-putting emphasis on the student
oriented university."
DeRosa said he hopes to
strengthen university ties within the
community and noted plans to ar
range meetings with local leaders.
DeRosa told his audience that he had
already met Stockton Mayor Joan
Darrah by accident.
"It was a coincidence," DeRosa
V.'i ,'<v

said. "We were both invited to the
same party." With a broad grin he
added, "a small party, for about
twelve hundred."
DeRosa and his wife, Karen, are
now living on campus in the
President s House. With them are
their sons, Michael, 9, and David, 4,
and their golden retriever, Jessie.
Anyone °ut and about around
6:30 a.m. might see him walking with
Jessie, according to DeRosa. He
added, We both need the exercise."
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Faculty Adviser
Dr. |ames Simon

Dept. of Communication

The Pacifican is published every Thursday, except
during vacations and final exams week, by students of
the University of the Pacific through the Pacifican
Publications Board.
Comments from readers are strongly encouraged.
Guest columns and letters to the editor must be
submitted in typed form by Friday at noon to
publication in the following week s edition M ette
must have a verifiable signature, local
phone number. The Pacifican reserves
9
all submitted material for space, libel and clari y.
Students interested in joining tbePac'rfican staff as
writers, photographers or artists should
Rebecca Nelson at (209) 946-2115.
Subscriptions(130/year of SIS/semertw)areav3
by writing to: Subscriptions, The Pacifican,
Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA 9521
The Pacifican is located on the third f'°°r°f^anh
(above KUOP). Office hours are Monday throug
Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Mail: 3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA 9521 .

DeRosa
"We are here to serve the stu
dents," DeRosa said. Later he added
that university administrators and
faculty play a "powerful position in
the minds of students. We are looked
to for guidance and support. We must
be mindful and thoughtful."
How much DeRosa knew about
this campus when he had not even
moved in yet was just one of the
things that made an impression on
Dr. Judith Chambers, Vice President
of Student Life. "I was really im

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Asst. News Editor
Asst. News Editor
Asst. News Editor

Appointments of two acting
UOP has selected acting deans for
University College and the School of
Pharmacy.
Dr. Donald Duns will be serving as
acting dean of University College,
acting director of Lifelong Learning
and summer sessions.
Robert Supernaw will assume the
position of acting dean of the School
of Pharmacy.
Both Duns and Supernaw have
served many years in both faculty
and administrative roles at the uni
versity.
After several years as a faculty
member in the Communication de
partment and two terms as associate
dean of the College of the Pacific,
Duns was named dean of University
College in 1984.
Duns is also director of KUOP and
received his undergraduate degree
from UOP. He earned his Ph.D. at
Northwestern University.
Supernaw joined the faculty of the
School of Pharmacy in 1974 and has
held the position of associate dean
since 1981. He served as acting dean
for eight months in 1984 and re
ceived his Pharmacy degree at UOP
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University renames School of Business
Robert M. kbcrhardt was a Board
of Regents member for 31 years and
chairman for 17 years. He was named
chairman emeritus in 1994.
His father, R.L "Kbe" Fiber hardt.
former president of the Bank of Stock
ton, preceded him on the Board of

I RIS PERERA

uiifUun guest writer

the 550 student business school, de
scribing the Iherhardt family and all
of their contributions, was also dis
cussed.
During Bill L Alchiey's term as
UOP president, he proposed the name
change to honor the family's great

_ s m reading "The School of
LiiAs and Public Administration
I.ii soon he changed to the
Eerhardl School of Business" after
svl v ice to the
•OPT Board of Regents
university.
pled m favor of re
Transfer
aming the scht>ol afstudent, Spenthe notable Stockcer Tigucroa
>n banker and UOP
said, "It former
riul.il tor
students and
I he regents, during
members of the
>vit May meeting,
community
peed to change the
spend
their
pool's name In recogtime
and
MARK
PLOVNICK.
DEAN
Ihonol the Iherhardt
money to (niter
6
VAL HUMPHREYS, ASSISTANT TOJI* limb s contributions
our campus.
> the university. Un
then some sort
ix rhaidts are credited
ot recognition Is definitely deserved."
Regents.
His
brother,
Douglass,
has
ith aiding the development of the
Sophomore Shelly Blum said, "If
succeeded him as the bank's presi
,h,N)| .is well as other programs in
the
family did a lot for our school,
dent. Robert Kbcrhardt's wile, Mlml,
tie university through personal and
then It is good that the building will
now
holds
his
place
on
the
Board
of
nanclal means.
l>e renamed after them out of reRegents.
"We are in the process of trying
sped."
"All
the
signs
will
have
to
he
t> organize a formal re-dedication
Although a business department
changed and there will probably lis
rrernony of the school which we
existed for scvcrjl years, the School
some
sort
of
structure
built
similar
to
muld like to lake place sometime in
of Business and Public Administra
that of the education building,"
He fall," said Mark Plovnick, dean of
tion was officially established in
Plovnick said regarding proposed fa
iv School of Business. The rededi1977, with its own dean and faculty
cial changes to tire building.
iiion will Involve students and the
and lis own building.
A
plaque
to
adorn
the
Inside
of
[immunity.

EBERHARDT

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
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aeon Macs, Etc.
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It would ap|>ear that a hot topic
tongst computer columnists today
Windows 95, which debuted two
seeks ago on August 23. I have two
hinge io sjy about the new operatng system.
thic. I agree with the signs posted
found the campus bookstore by
•omc mysterious philosopher, which
impls read "Macintosh S4 is Winfows 95 " Kudos, by the way, to Bill
>ate\ consumer psychologists, who
luist have insisted upon the more
'*
recycling bin instead of the
wasteful trash can.
,w°. I agree with the cautious
"titude of our campus bookstore
"•nputer guru, Jeff Schwartz, when
H ^vv to wait. Like any new software
'"•duct, and this goes especially so
*Hh operating systems, there are al*a>v a tew bugs to work out—in
•*>ntosh, Windows, or whatever.

ROOM 208

Provost defined
JANELL BAUER
Pocificon staff writer
I he search lor an academic pro
vost proceeds with the responsibili
ties of the position clearly defined
Of the 125 applicants, 20 are cur
rently being interviewed according
to Dee Filipponc, sec retary to UOP
President Donald DeRosa
• The provost is responsible for the
development and implementation
• >! strategic planning and budget
ing and also coordinates all aca
demic policy-making, program re
view and implementation.

• I he provost coordinates activities

of the academic divisions and aca
demic support areas which cur
rently include the library, the Gen
eral Education program, the Hon
ors Program. Cooperative/Intern
ship pri>gram and the offices of the
registrar and Institutional Research.
• I he provost engages in the devel
opment of resources to support the
university's academic programs
• Working with the deans and fac
ulty, file provost ensures an open
administration of university stan
dards and procedures including
those governing faculty hiring,
compensation, development, pro
motion, tenure and retirement.

I had to mention Windows 95...
lor the technologically chal
lenged, I sup|K>se I should take a time
out and explain why problems with
an operating system crop up so fre
quently. Think of the operating sys
tem as the framework of your com
puter. Any program you run must
cycle its way through the operating
system, and so the operating system
does a lot of work. Every program has
problems, bugs and errors that will
eventually appear. They ap|K-ar all
the more frequently in operating sys
tems because of the amount of work
those programs do. And they becomcall the more of a problem because
you need the operating system to
make your other programs work
As for now, it appears the top two
problems with Windows 95 arc in
stailations and using CD-ROM
drives. But what else can you expect
from a company that has nes-er had
a single number program version?
Vou saw Word 6 for a month, then it
was Word 6.0.a or 6.1 .a—a new- ver
sion to fix the problems. So wait for
Windows 95, uh..January'
On to better and brighter sub
jects. It appears politics, not cost or
service, reign supreme in the ( om
puter Services department at UOP. Of
course this might be a criticism ot
every department on campus.

It just appears to nic that nobody
bothers to budget any serious money
for computers. And serious money is
needed to buy the equipment desig
nated by SO and Computing Ser
vices' network gurus.
For example, we here at The
Pacifican arc trying to hook up a
simple ethernet network. It would henice. of course, to plug into the cam
pus WAN (Wide Area Network, the
web of wiring thai connects, ideally,
every building's network together).
This would let us publish The
Pacifican on the World Wide- Web,
especially with PageMaker 6's HI II'
addition^ which converts PageMaker
documents straight into hypertext.
Back to the network. Computing
Services wants us to purchase a dumb
Synoptics huh. which start at about
$700.1 base no qualms about Com
puting Services telling us what to buy.
but they could offer a few chokes—
especially In consideration of price
Computing Services has the right
idea, don't get me wrong. The smaller
amount of brands recommended, the
easier and faster to fix and prevent
problems. If someone had to se rv ice
100 different hubs, they would be
constantly spending their time
thumbing through cryptic instruc
tion manuals and spending hours on

the phone calling technical support.
I c-wer brands make everything moreefficient. to a point.
Of course, one can purchase a
more featured dumb hub, for $399—
a nice 16 port Farallon. Two brands
wouldn't be- all that hard to support,
and perhaps more departments
would c hoose to pun hase the equip
ment and to include It In their hue!
get. if it wen- cheaper. Of course with
some campus wide organization, a
mass purchase of computer network Ing equipment would result in sub
stantial savings.
The question bete Is: Who should
we blame? Computing Services, for
trying to be efficient to the extreme,
and damn the cost? or UOP in gen
eral. for failing to put together a cam
pus wide computer plan that would
lower costs by mass purchases ol
equipment?
I value comments on my obscr
vatkms I welcome observations and
advkeon this subtest, lam also look
ing for other viewpointv My e-mail
address is: mfiood»*vmsI.ec uop.edu
For all those still struggling with the
digital resolution, you can sneaket
net anv correspondence to the top of
Hand Hall, in The Pacifican office.
Next week: A little bit more on
the Web. and How to Find HOP'S Site.
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UOP students and SAE members in localbarbrawl
MACLEAN FLOOD
Pacifican staff writer
Police broke up a brawl involv
ing members of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity and four other
University of the Pacific students
fought at Jimmie's Place, a bar on
Country Club Boulevard, late
Thursday night, according to po
lice and witnesses.
According to one SAE member,
seven fraternity brothers, including
himself, were involved in the alter
cation with the four other UOP stu
dents. The SAE brother said one of
the UOP students, Pedro Reyes, 21,
was approached by a SAE brother
outside the bar, who had inten
tions of scaring Reyes into leaving
his girl friend alone.
As Reyes and the SAE brother
exchanged words, a second UOP
student approached the two, alleg
edly to break them apart, but was
stopped by a second SAE brother.
The second UOP student, accord

ing to the SAE member, punched the
second SAE brother in the face. A fight
ensued, involving only seven SAE
brothers and the four UOP students.
"I don't care what they say," said
David Vexler, one of the four in
volved. He said a story published in
the Record Sunday, September 3, was
"ninety percent correct."
The Record reported that Reyes
and the SAE brother were having a
bitter quarrel over the brother's girl
friend, when suddenly the brother
grabbed Reyes and pushed him out
side. When Reyes' three friends tried
to help, they were attacked by the
other SAE brothers.
Alicia Reeves and Leanna May,
two Delta College students who live
in a neighboring apartment complex,
said that there were 30 to 40 people
involved in the 11 p.m. fight, which
took place in the parking lot outside
the bar.
"We were worried that somebody
would start shooting," said May.
The two women added that the

bar was very busy that night, be
cause they had to park their second
car a long distance down the street.
"Usually there are not that many
people out there," said Reeves.
^
Bill Kamp, owner of Jimmies
Place, said, "I don't think anybody
was attacked by 30 to 40 people. 1
think they stood around and
watched."
Kamp's son, J.J., who was run
ning the bar that night, concurred.
"There were about 15 to 20 people
involved," he said.
The fight ended when a Sheriff's
car on routine patrol saw the crowd
and stopped to investigate.
"We don't call the police on our
customers," said J.J. Kamp, who
added that police cars drive up and
down that stretch of Country Club
Boulevard looking for drunk drivers.
"There are three bars in the area,"
he said.
During the altercation Michael
Vexler, 22, suffered head injuries,
and told police he was hit with a

bottle.
David Vexler, 19, reported he i
held by members of the crowd whP ,
others punched him in the stomach
After he fell to the ground, he said ipj
was kicked in his head.
William Jones, 23, told police tecia
was thrown to the ground and kickim 1
by members of the crowd.
itai
Witnesses and others involved
the altercation had different ide«"5
about how many people participate !s u
According to Stockton police lowi
Dennis Smallie, the four UOP st|24.
dents will press charges, includnjole
battery and assault with a deadant
weapon. He added that an inv estiji.
tion is being conducted by police c0ck
tectives.
ow
J.J. Kamp thought the polioc^
would have a difficult job identil s
ing who to press charges against,
couldn't tell who was in it." 1 le add le 1
that after the fight ended, the fc50C
UOP students stayed for a whi th<
"They were hanging around aist 2
wanted to fight some more," he sa =

MEET:
PATRICIA LIDDLE
She came to UOP because it is one of the top schools in
the United States for studying abroad. "It is the very best
school to do what I'm doing," she said. "It's a real honor to
be here." Patricia believes UOP chose her for the job be
cause she has the right combination of skills in studying
abroad and international public relations.
In her spare time, Patricia enjoys playing bridge, walk
ing and working crossword puzzles. She also reads and en
joys telling anecdotes.
Patricia feels that Billie Singer from student accounts is
a great role model on campus. "She's so centered. She deals
with tremendous amounts of work and is always very calm
about it," said Patricia.
According to Patricia, lack of role models and people to
respect is the worst thing about living in the 90's, and
cyberspace and e-mail are the best things.
To Patricia, the true meaning of life is "finding balance."

Where to find her:
Patricia is the director
of the Office of Interna
tional Programs in the
Bectel Center.
For the last five
years Patricia Liddle has
been sending UOP stu
dents around the world
through various ex
change and study
abroad programs. She assists students with their choice of loca
tion, lifestyle, and curriculum before their departure.
Patricia's favorite part of her job is "seeing students return
from studying abroad and seeing how confident they have become."
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• Coffee Roasting
• Wholesale/Retail
• Espresso Bar/Cafe
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Are Welcome.

209-473-7223
fax 473-7225
2529 West March Lane #101
Stockton. California 95207
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Leno's Birdcage CajMexican-American Food

Stockton's Original Urban Village

inside Sears 5110 Pacific Aw
open M-F 7-7 Sat.& Sun. 7y
956-4713 or 475-6551 C
To Go Orders Available Too l< -

Studio

$325 • I Bdrm

$400

Park setting, Art Deco decor. Lots of quiet
living space. Downstairs Cafe, Martial Arts
school. Underground parking, on site security.
Call 943-5222

•i

7 Days A Week!

Eden Square Apartments

itli coupon- limit one per person
with

I dm foitklQii

(209)465-2028

Frank Taormina

for FREE.
r- — — — — — — — — — — —

Fraternity
& Sorority
Parties

Now Open
For Breakfast
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CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
nJm Wemyss House on August 24:
L speed bicycle.
r Ta,a Werner on August 28:e fecialized bicycle valued at $ 150.
XEiselen House on August 29:
(itain bicycle.

ed
were thrown on the wall at
eownhouse Apartments on Aus >4.
jj 'oie was cut through the Physiifcnt yard fence between August
ij.
ijck was thrown through a car
3W on North Service Road,
lijck was damaged at the tennis

'alls'

k
lie Thefts

e s;

500 Honda scooter was stolen
the Townhouse Apartments
st 23-24.

A vehicle was stolen from
Kensington Avenue on August 30
but recovered August 31.

Miscellaneous
On August 24 a person was ar
rested on an outstanding warrant
on Stadium Drive.
Disturbing telephone calls were
received at Casa Werner on August
27
A smoke detector at SAE was tam
pered with on August 28. In differ
ent incidents six students were dis
covered with open containers.

Special Announcement
Classes are available in the use of
tear gas as a deterrent to attack. Pur
chasing a canister of tear gas to be
used for personal protection will be
permitted after taking the short
class. Call Public Safety at 946-2537
to register.

Savings Worth
Studying
Any student can get a great haircut from licensed, professional stylists at everyday low
prioes. And you never need an appointment Stop in at our convenient mall location.
At MasterCuts we trim prices, not quality.

We carry: Regis, Paul Mitchell, Biologe, Nexxus, VaVoom and KMS.

Preventing campus workplace violence
From the chief's desk

BOB CALAWAY
Director of Public Safety
The purpose of this article is to
create an awareness of workplace vio
lence.
Workplace violence may happen
within any organization. Violence in
the workplace is an issue that no uni
versity can afford to ignore. The lack
of attention to this issue could be in
jury to a member of the University
Commentary. In 1992, workplace
violence was estimated to cost corpo
rate America alone 4.2 billion dollars.
The cost of workplace violence on an
educational campus can be measured
with lost productivity, low morale,
liability lawsuits, increased insurance
premiums and worker's compensa
tion payments. The most important
measure, however, is to the
university's greatest assets, their stu
dents, staff and faculty.
That type of violence is usually
described as an employee with a
grievance. It can also be an obses
sion or a mental illness. A person
turns on former employees or fellow
employees. He or she releases frus
trations, for reasons real or imagined,
in events that result in mental
trauma, serious injury, or worse.
The most common examples of
extreme incidents of workplace vio-
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lence include: homicide, assault or
battery, sexual assaults, vandalism,
threats and even stalking resulting
from a relationship.
The United States Department of
Labor research shows violence is now
the number one cause of death on
the job for women. It is number two
for men. In 1992, the Bureau of La
bor Statistics revealed 1,004 workers
were killed on the job. This statistic
is one-third more than the annual
average during the 1980's.
As a result of workplace violence,
the Lederal Occupational Safety and
Health Agency officials are working
on a draft of employer mandates to
reduce the risks of occupational vio
lence. In addition, a number of
states, including California are con
sidering bills that address the cre
ation of workplace violence protec
tion standards. One such bill, AB
3230, requires employers to include
workplace security as part of their
injury and illness prevention pro
gram. The bill outlines the use of
surveillance cameras, security offic
ers, lighting, telephones and conflict
resolution training for employees.
The proposed legislation would have
a significant impact on colleges and
universities within California.
More next week. Questions
should be directed to Bob Calaway,
ext. 3034.
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Pacific adds varied new' faculty
With several new faces on campus, students are taking notice. New
faculty members are taking place
alongside seasoned colleagues at
man?
University of the Pacific
many University
schools and colleges.
College of the Pacific:
• Dr. Ramesh Arasasingham,
Chemistry. Arasasingham received
his B.A. from the University of
Peradeniya, Sri Lanka, and his Ph.D.
from UC Davis.
•Dr. Becky Beal, Sport Sciences.
Beal received her B.A. from
California's Pomona College. She
earned her Ph.D. in education and
her M.A. at the University of North
ern Colorado.
•Dr. Laura Epstein, Communica
tive Disorders. Epstein earned her B.A.
at UC Berkeley, her M.S. at the Uni
versity of London and her Ph.D. at
UC Santa Barbara.
•Dr. Pam Fitzgerald, Psychology.
Fitzgerald received her B.A. from UC
Santa Barbara, her M.A. at the Uni
versity of Western Washington and
Ph.D. at the University of Illinois in
Urbana-Champaign.
• Dr. Tamara Gebelt, Drama and
Dance. Gebelt earned her B.A. and a
B.F.A. at the University of Northern
Kentucky, her M.A. at the University
of South Carolina and Ph.D. at Loui
siana State University.
•Dr. Laura Gelfand, Art. Gelfand
earned her B.A. at State University of
New York in Stony Brook, her M.A.
at Williams College and Ph.D. at Case
Western Reserve.
•Peter Lach, theater and design,
Lach received his B.A. and his M.A.
from DePauw University and M.F.A.
at the University of Iowa.
•Dr. Jie Lu, Modern Languages. Lu
will be teaching Chinese. Lu earned
a B.A. at Beijing Second Foreign Lan
guage Institute, M.A. at the Univer
sity of Massachusetts in Amherst and
Ph.D. at Stanford University.
•Dr. Sarah Merz, Mathematics.
Merz received her B.A. at Whitman
College and her M.A. and Ph.D. at the
University of Colorado in Denver.
•Dr. Barbara West, Sociology, An
thropology and School of Interna
tional Studies. West earned her B.A.
at Colgate University and her M.A.
and Ph.D. at the University of Roch
ester.
Eberhardt School of Business:
•Dr. John Knight, Finance. Knight
received his B.A. at Tulane University.
He earned his M.A. and Ph.D. at Loui
siana State University.
•Dr. Carol Graham, Accounting.
Graham earned a B.A. and Ph.D. at
the University of Strathclyde in Scot
land.
School of Engineering:

'Dr. J^^^'e^e^hisVA. at
gj^nng.
Schenectady, N-Y.
Unton Collegem
_ at VirHeef n f.h^
and
p o
gmaPoy^
Benerd School of Education:
•Dr. Julie Mead, Educational.A
ministration and Foundations. Mead
earned her Ph.D. at the University of
WiS*Dr.S Stephen

Davis, Educational
Administration and Foundations and
director of Program Review and stu
dent evaluation. Davis received his
Ph D. from Stanford University.
•Dr. Susan Kyle, director of Stu
dent Teachers Interns and
Credentialing. Kyle received her
Ph D at the University of Illinois.
• Dr. Lydia Flasher, director of
Counseling Clinic. Flasher earned her
Ph.D. at Vanderbilt University.
•Dr. Thomas Nelson, Curriculum
and Instruction. Nelson received his
Ph.D. at the University of Arizona.
Conservatory of Music:
•Sally Stunkel, director of Opera.
Stunkel earned her M.F.A. at the Cin
cinnati Conservatory of Music. She
received a B.A. from Hofstra Univer
sity.

•MarK vuwFv~,

^

instructor.
w £n_
B.A. a,

vS, c — *
earned''his' bT* Cornell and his
M'A.Dr

PatticiaShTnds, Woodwinds.

sic'she earned her M.A. at the Uni-

versity of Southern California and her
B A. at the Peabody Conservatory of
M%CaneVialJaffe,

Music Apprecia
tion. Jaffe received her B.A. at L niversity of
North Carolina in
Chapel Hill and her M.A. at Oberlin
Conservatory of Music. Jaffe s do
torate from the University of Chicago
is in-progress.
.
•Dale Ganz, Voice. Ganz received
his M.M. at the University of Cincin
nati Conservatory of Music and his
B.M. at the University of Nebraska.
•Dr. R. Shayne Cofer, faculty de
velopment coordinator. Cofer earned
his doctorate in instrumental music
education and conducting and his
M.A. at the University of
Iowa.
Cofer earned his B.M. at the Univer
sity of Idaho.

Professor fired for unethical
behavior with university student
SARAH LEER
Pacifican staff writer
A tenured UOP professor has been
fired after being accused of flunking
a female student who rejected his
sexual advances.
As one of his last acts as UOP
president, Bill Atchley announced
that special-education professor Rob
ert MacMillan was to be dismissed.
MacMillan's dismissal came after
the second case within a year was
brought against MacMillan, claiming
he had an inappropriate relationship
with a student, Atchley told the
Record of Stockton.
"To my knowledge, this is the first
time we've had to do this - let a ten
ured professor go," Atchley was re-

ported as saying.
A five-member faculty review
committee conducted an investiga
tion into the charges. The commit
tee called several witnesses during the
hearing, and members recom
mended, by a 3-2 vote, that
MacMillan should not be let go.
Atchley opposed their recommenda
tion that MacMillan be permitted to
remain on staff.
"Many people in this community
think that things happen at this uni
versity and they're covered up, but
they're not - not on my watch,"
Atchley said, according to the Record.
MacMillan could not be reached
for comment.
At his first press conference in
July, President DeRosa declined to
comment on this issue.
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Computing
services new F
phone numbe ALPa
JEANNE CASTLEMAN
Pacifican staff writer

an

Planning on browsing pe
Internet at UOP? Wanttochec an
e-mail? Make sure you haveths ke
phone number. After October all
ing the 946-3905 number will tii
at
you connected.
Beginning October 2 on-d ex
calls will be to x 3348. Accord in
student technician James Vah; fc
there is no need to dial the 94 fr
fix because the call will not co. 2'
when placed from a phone tha ir
not have a 946 prefix.
The number of dial-in m<
has been increased from 12 to
cording to Ed Bates.
The new number for off-c;
connecting, 939-9770, went ir
feet July 5. Callers with a 946 h
will not be able to connect wit
number. It is reserved for off-c
only.
Students who live on-camp
have to dial the 939-9770 numb
less they are calling from a 946
ber.
The correct modem settings arl
•8 data bits
•1 stop bit
•No parity bit
• Data rate (baud) set to h
available.
•RTS/CTS (hardware) flow cc
(If your maximum baud i
less than 9600, use XON/XO
[software] flow control.)
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Fraternities, sororities gear up for new year of rush
ALYSON LEVY

"nbe pacifican Staff Writer

.N
;r

lunch and dinner that look
taste great, parties filled with
'oeople who aren't stumbling back
°*vsing
and forth from the bathroom to the
tochecl
°Checi S men and women who are actuS S excited that you have taken
Tober £e out of" your busy schedule to
r will attend their events. Does this sound
exciting, amazing or even vaguely
- on-c
interesting? If so than the 1995 in
Vcord formal fall or 1996 spring sorority ,
;s Vah
fraternity rush (beginning January
the 94 24) is something you should look
Free

not cc
into.
ne tha
O.K., 1 know that some ol you
out

there are

thinking to yourselves,

-in
"Food and conversation sounds
12 to

great but I'm really not the sorority
fraternity type."

r off-ci
vent ii
a 946 Money. majors, andmor
?ct wit
r off-c;

Let me put your troubled souls
at ease. There is no single type of per
son that is right for the Greek sys
tem. We actually like it when some
one is different. Very few of those
Involved today left high school with
the motto "Go Greek or Die." in fact,
many of us, after seeing one too
many "Revenge of the Nerds" se
quels, would have said "Go Greek,
I'd rather die." There's no way to
know if Greek life is something you'll
enjoy unless you try it.
if you don't like it, you may quit.
No one will hate you, and at least
you'll know that your dislike of the
Greek system is valid. If you want
you can even write a scathing letter
to the Pacifican opinion editor de
scribing why rush left you writhing
in agony.
Taking part in fall rush was ex

tremely easy this year. Anyone, who
was not a freshman, has 12 units and
a 2.0 grade point average is welcome.
Men, just go to the Student Activi
ties Office located in the McCaffrey
Center and fill out a form. Your
names were given to all of the frater
nities. There are no structured events
for men; what the men do is entirely
up to the particular chapters.
Rush is slightly more structured
for women. To sign up you could
have either gone to the picnic table
in the McCaffrey Center or to the Stu
dent Activities office. One of the best
things about informal rush is that
you can go to all of the houses or just
one of the houses. Personally, I'd try
them all once. The stereotypes about
them tend to be wrong. If you're still
a little concerned that Greek life is
something you'll despise, you can

even attend a first round party
without signing up. If you hate it
you can sneak out quietly, ho one
will ever know you were there. The
second round of sorority rush was
by invitation only.
For all of you students out there
contemplating dropping out of
UOP over missing the deadline for
fall rush—stop! Don't turn in your
meal card or empty your cozy Grace
Covell dorm room. Your turn will
come. Spring rush is only a semes
ter away and the houses aren't go
ing anywhere. Being Greek isn't
necessary to have a fulfilling college
career but it can add alot.
Alyson Levy will be writing a
weekly column about Greek Life on
UOP's campus. Call Alyson at 9462115 with ideas and suggestions.
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Career faire and job search survival guide

-camp
numt
BURTON JAY NADLER
a946-

Director UOP Career Services

ngs ar

It's me, the tiger-tied one. Yes, I
did wear it in honor of the first edi
tion of The Pacifican! I ach week I
to h will address issues related to the
clever title above my handsome cari
cature by answering questions re

lated to career decision making, aca
demics, and job search. Through
weekly exchanges 1 will deal with
topics in informative and clever (we
hope) ways. If you have questions or
simply curiosity, give me a call at 9462261 or jot down your question and
bring it to the Co-op and Career Cen-~
ter, 2nd Floor McConchie Hall, 235
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West Stadium (that's just across Pa
cific Avenue next to Manor Hall). An
ticipating questions often asked at
this time of year:

What is Career Week?
Career Week is a series of events
held each Fall. This year the presen
tations and programs include the Co
op and Intern Forum on Wednesday,
September 20 and the Career Faire on
Thursday, September 21. Hearing
about internship experiences from
students and employers, learning
about alumni career experiences and
meeting with representatives of vari
ous corporate and non-profit organi
zations are ideal ways to clarify goals.
These events are designed to educate
and motivate all students (not just
Seniors).
While I want this column to be
relevant to all, the next question will
focus on Seniors and, yes, alumni(ae).
This doesn't mean you shouldn't read
on if you are not a member of these
not so endangered species. Freshmen,
Sophomores, and Juniors can learn
about what lies ahead and anticipate
with glee the excitement and chal
lenges of post-graduation job search.
The most commonly asked question
as we begin September is:

If I'm a Senior what should I do
and when should I do it?
The answer, simply, is remem
bered by the phrase "check us out."
Fall activities on the Senior
Checklist:
• Register prior to December 1.

Once registered, you will receive up
dated information regarding all job
search and recruiting related activi
ties. Registration will begin at the
Career Faire, Thursday, September 21
and continue throughout the Fall. If
you do not register, you may miss im
portant programs and deadlines. The
sooner you register, the better!!!
• Submit a distribution copy of
your resume prior to December 1. Ca
reer Services will again compile the
annual UOP Resume Collection. Pick
up a resume writing guide to get
started. Resume critiquing is done by
appointment. A non-targeted, multiing a resume, even if you don't have
clear job search goals in mind.
• Sign up for the Senior Job Search
Survival Course. This Lifelong Learn
ing class, which can be taken for
credit if you wish, will ensure that you
completed activities needed to ex
plore options, complete resumes,
cover letters and information conver
sations, and prepare for recruiting.
Frankly, it's the best way to prepare
for on-campus recruiting and other
job search efforts. While not manda
tory, it is strongly encouraged for all
Seniors.
Until next week, remember every
one, Freshmen through Seniors
should attend the Co-op and Intern
ship Forum, Wednesday, September
20, 6:30-8 pm, President's Room. This
is a great opportunity to meet alums,
learn about internship and co-op op
tions and network! Join us for this ex
citing kick-off activity. Remember,
submit questions to me in care of Ca
reer Services, 2nd Floor McConchie
Hall, 946-2361.
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not just communication majors to
help us describe what's really happen-
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Writm^nd photographers are
still needed. Lamping encourages stu
dents interested to drop by The
Pacifican's Hand Hall office.
•Come in and talk to the staffwe're located on the top floor,

m8

nENTAL PLAN

Umffnew

year brings a renewed
emphasis on accurate, timely and
comprehensive reporting. The go
for this year is to provide a complete
record of the events that tmnspue
and leave a lasting impression of stu
dent life during the 1995-96 academic
year Students and faculty are urged
[o contact us with the details of any
even? you believe The Pacifican
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jniversity physician steps down

'5201
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ARAH

GRIMES, M.D.

a
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E!!!
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muting to UOP from Murphys
'the past year. I will continue to
I students one day a week, on

OFF ^tenure as medical director has
[WW
one of the most fulfilling and
rm i t i n e positions that 1 have expen
TON ded i would like to give a great big
1589
,anks to the administration, faculty
nd staff of the health center, and
specially you, the students, for all of
our support. I will continue to write
lis column for The I'acifican. A
-arch is underway to select a new
ledical director. An announcement
ill be made as soon as the selection
rocess is complete.
The Cowell Health Center is open
4 hours, 7 days a week. Students may
e seen by appointment for visits
ith primary care physicians. Spealty clinics include orthopedics,
odiatry and internal medicine. Stuents may also be seen by any one of
team of highly qualified nurses
rithout an appointment. The health
enter houses an infirmary where stu

dents may rest, with nursing care,
away from residence halls, during ill
ness. We are one of the few universi
ties to still have infirmary services.
The health center provides a wide
range of services. Immunizations are
available and free of charge. [Except
for Hepatitis B, which is charged at
cost.) Pap smears and contraceptive
planning is available. Most birth con
trol pills are available at a much re
duced price. We are providers of the
emergency contraceptive pills.
Screening is available for most sexu
ally transmitted diseases. Plans are to
continue HIV testing at the health
center. Please call for exact time and
dates. The health center is also an
excellent resource for information.
Students are free to use our student
resource library.
The Student Health Advisory
Committee (SHAC), a student liaison
to the health center, will be looking
for new members for this academic
year. This group is responsible for
such projects as the annual health
fair, AIDS Awareness month, National
Smoke-Out and stress bags during fi
nals. More information may be ob
tained from Carol Roth, staff advisor.
Don't miss this wonderful opportu
nity to participate in health issues on

Class & Photo Supplies
Receive a 20%
Student Discount
on film, paper,
and other
class supplies!

5-Minute Enlargements
Make your own enlargements, from 5x7 to
11x14, and cropped any way you like. All
you need is a 35mm negative and five
minutes of your time.
\Crsat»^ PHnt

T emrtm

_ __

|
|
P
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campus. Please call the health center
for dates and times of SHAC meet
ings.
For those of you who are new to
the campus, let me explain the usual
format of What's Up Doc? I would like
to use this medium as a means of pro
viding accurate medical information
on topics of health issues or the
health center itself. In the lobby of
the health center is a container where
anonymous questions may be placed.
So, in reality, this is your column and
I encourage you to ask those ques
tions. Topics have included every
thing from STD'S to sunless tanning
lotions. I may also use this weekly
column to update the students about
trends and patterns in illnesses that I
am seeing on campus.

PACIFIC VIDEO
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a successful semester.
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UC officials struggle to maintain
diversity under new guidelines

dents will inevitably decline, while
the number of Asian and white stu
College Press Service
dents will increase.
"1 don't think we are likely to craft
alternate
admissions criteria that will
LOS ANGELES—Perplexed Uni
result
in
similar
numbers of minor
1 Year Ago (1994):
versity of California officials started
ity
students,"
said
Bob Laird, admis
grappling with life after affirmative
Earlier this year campus offi
sions
director
at
the
prestigious and
action this month as they began pon
cials, including UOP's Board of Re-1
highly
competitive
UC-Berkeley
cam
dering
how
to
maintain
the
racial
gents, agreed that 20 eucalyptus
pus. "As far as 1 can see, there's no
diversity of the nation's largest state
trees alongside Baxter Way posed a
way to get around that."
university system without the ability
safety hazard. The trees have been
But other education experts took
to consider a prospective student's
cut down and a new walkway will
a
more
sanguine view, predicting that
race, affirm aftermath (p2 of 11)
be constructed in that area. The
admissions
officers will still be able
How well they manage that deli
trees were planted during the 1920s
to assemble ethnically diverse fresh
cate task could well set an example
next to UOP's first stadium... The
man classes by a more precise affirm
for the restof the country as critics
Pacifican has received a face lift. The
aftermath (p4 of 11) consideration of
step up their assaults on longstanding
campus newspaper now sports the
social and economic hardships that
affirmative action programs and de
smaller tabloid size and has been re-1
an individual applicant might have
designed in several areas.
fenders struggle to come up with
overcome, instead of the broad short
other, more politically palatable equal
hand of race.
opportunity
plans
to
put
in
their
13 Years Ago (1992):
place.
"It's really up to us, and whether
The largest endowment ever has |
Many
University
of
California
administrators
have the political will
I been established by Gladys L. Ber
administrators,
still
reeling
from
this
continue
to
search
for a diversified
to
nard, a Stockton resident and retired |
summer's
landmark
vote
by
the
gov
student
body,"
said
Ruth Rosen, a
teacher in the form of an $11 mil
erning regents to scrap affirmative
history professor at UC-Davis. "We
lion charitable unitrust... Bight tons J
action programs in hiring, contract
still have the right to search for di
of food, medical supplies and cloth
ing and admissions, despaired of
versity. And we could set an example
ing items have been shipped to the J
coming
up
with
any
new
admissions
of national leadership in how we go
Ural A.M. Gorks State University in
formula
that
could
maintain
the
cur
about
doing it."
Ekaterinburg, Russia.
rent proportions of minority students
The regents' decision, shepherded
on the system's nine camp uses.
by Gov. Pete Wilson, who is basing
80 Years Ago (1910):
They warned that, once the new
his Republican presidential campaign
Apparel regulations have been
admissions policies take effect in 1997
on his opposition to race-preference
I set for the Freshman-Sophomore I
and they affirm aftermath (p3 of 11)
programs, will change admissions
Rush. The regulations include: only
are barred from weighing race as one
criteria in two important ways.
seniors may wear corduroy trousers;
of the factors in admissions decisions,
First, the proportion of students
the sophomore hat will be the som
the numbers of black and Latino stu
admitted strictly on the basis of acabrero; and only seniors will be al
lowed to carry a cane.

From ftie archives of
The Pacifican andifs predecessors

Pacific

HOWARD WITT

demic achievements will rise to I
tween 50 and 75 percent of each
coming class from the current le
of 40 to 60 percent.affirm afterm;
(p6 of 11)en, as they assemble the t
ance of each freshman class, adit
sions officers will be forbidden fr<
considering an applicant's race g<
der, religion or national origin
According to current practic
students are ranked by race, socioo
nomic status and academic sco
under a complicated system that p
mits some black or Latino studei
with lower grades and test scores
be granted admission ahead of whi
or Asians with higher marks.
But university officials coun
that such a race-blind formula, by
self, will not result in a racially i
verse student body.

J

Football
Sunday

108 Years Ago (1887):
I he new on-campus mail sysI tern is receiving complaints. Sugges-1
tions have been made to return to |
the old system.

Happy Hour 9am-noon
Featuring Giant Bloody Marys
Breakfast 9am-noon

Wiled bij Jeanne Casfleman

$3.50

COME AND EXPERIENCE

Monday Night
Football
COUCH POTATO
CONTEST

A MOVE of the SPIRIT OF GOD
You are invited to watch Pastors Keith and
Mary Hudson minister every Monday at
7.00p.m. on Stockton Cable channel 30.

I year old, mi

Harvest Christian Center
7602 Murray Drive, Stockton

2 yearsold, 1992
Stcvic Acc Flows.

Drawings for trips,
cruises, NFL
merchandise
and Couch Potato
Prize Package!

The Only Place For Football

Sunday 10:30 a.m. and
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Children and nursery all services.
Youth Wednesday

Free counsuling & help
for all UOP community.
Call us! 955-2035
••» ' «: Tr

r

•>1»T

'I I Ol .K , fj.'
*—„

2301 Pacific Avenue
937-0228

fica
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freslwanscores
The incoming freshman class has

average GPA of 3.39, and average
scores of 1021. The California
$average is onlySlO. and the naCAT

'"^hocnlSg did not attribute the
scores to an increased
amount of Regent's Scholarships.
"I think th3t W3S 3 f3Ctor, out it
wouldn't be the only reason,"
increased

Schoenberg said. The number of
Regent s scholars increased this year
from 40 to 93. The average SAT score
of this year's Regent scholars is 1280,
and their average GI'A is 3.8. Regents
Scholarships pay half of UOP's tu
ition.
Christina Mowers, a freshman,
thought otherwise. "I think it was be
cause they increased the amount of
Regents Scholarships."
Schoenberg felt that the increased

scores could be attributed to the fact
that Admissions denied more mar
ginal applicants. He said he hopes
that the more students with higher
scores will drive the "academic
middle class" to do better.
However, this summer 40 percent
of the incoming freshman failed their
writing tests.
In response, Schoenberg said,
"Our SAT scores and grades indicate
the students should do better." He

said that the faculty's expectations
have risen in the recent years.
Michelle Stafford, a freshman,
said, "I think it is good, because hope
fully we are going towards a future
where people are smarter. Each gen
eration was seemingly regressing
since the sixties and seventies. And
in the nineties I hope to see more
people with higher goals, academi
cally."
The 1995 freshman class comes
from 21 countries and 25 states, but
only 79 percent are from California,
as opposed to 83 percent last year.
Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday
products are being made from the
paper, plastic, metal and glass that
you've been recycling
But to keep recycling working to
help protect the environment, you
need to buy those products

Advil
So look for products made from

Pain reliever/Fever reducer
'WICATIONS: For the temporary relief oj
11 nor aches and pains associated with tne
common cold, headache, toothache,
Mar aches, backache, for the minor paj
f arthritis, for the pain of menstrua
ramps, and for reduction of fever.

recycled materials, and buy them It
would mean the world to all of us
To receive a free brochure, write
Buy Recycled. Environmental Defense

Fund 257 Park Ave Soufh. New York
NY 10010 or call 1-800-CALL-EDF

cmcfSuJ cncn'ccicr>3

NEW KIM TAR
$] rH 5*5 **

SUMMER'S OVER.
Thank goodness there's Advil. Advanced medicine for pain.

k

Chinese,
Cambodian &
Vietnamese
Cuisine

%

Pho'

"dVf

ffc. /£

Corner of March Lane & Pershingnext to FABRICLAND.
Open Tues-Sun : 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Closed Mondays
1425 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207

An<\ Q940
4

FOR SALE
86 Subaru Stn Wgn 4x4tu*°
Auto Top of Line Digital Dash Grt
Cond $3500 472-9878.
•NEW 486DX4/100, 14" SVGA
MONITOR 4MEG RAM, 540HD, 4X
H.4 FAX/MODEM SPMC R
IA-BIT SOUND CARD, 1YK
PART/LABOR WARRANTY, DEL1V, n ci ^69 + TAX, CUSTOM CONllGURATlONS AVAILABLE 474-8765.

FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR RENT! 3 V2 BDRM
9RATH ON HARDING WY CLOSE T

JO™ GARAGE, FRONT PORCH

HARDWOOD FLOORS AND MUCH
MORE! GREAT FOR ROOMMATES
AND PARTIES. NEED TO ^NT ASAPS750/MONTH. CALL 464-8664.

Dexter's

You s u s p e c t the

WANTED
The T utorial center is looking for
qualified students that have passed a
class with a "B" or better to tutor in
the university tutorial program. All
Science, Math and Business tutors are
strongly encouraged to apply. 1 ease
apply in Bannister Hall at the ut°
rial Center. ($6.00/hr, applicable to
wards work study).

So you call

salsa.

Dr. Nusblatt,

y o u r family v e t b a c k h o m e

JOBS
The Offices of University College
and Lifelong Learning has office as
sistant, workstudy position available.
Duties include light typing, data en
try answering telephones, taking reg
istrations, filing and greeting custom
ers and students. The hours to be
filled are MW 2-6p, T, TH 9-lp or F 95. The pay being offer is $5.00 hr.
Please contact Allison at 946-2427.

not his «*ual self.

The

CBII IS

ct

(Too bad about the c o n s u l t a t i o n f e e . )

PART-TIME/
WORK STUDY JOBS
Back Door Experience seeks cam
pus Rep to promote products to class
mates. Contact 1 (800) 552-7284.
Upbeat seeks Cultural Awareness
Director, Social Director, and Special
Events Director (Workstudy and NonWorkstudy), $5/hour. Contact
ASUOP 2nd Floor McCaffrey.
Stockton Public Auto Auction
seeks Clerical Assistant, $5/hour, Call
Ana or Jeannie at 466-2277.
Office Services seeks Office/Cleri
cal Assistant with PC skills, 4 hours/
day 3-4 days/week. Contact Mike,
Crayton, or Tammy at 477-8361.
American Saving seeks tellers 19
hours/weeks at Stocton/March Lane
Branch, $8.40/hour minimum. Con
tact Colleen Connors or Maria
Villavicencio at 546-3168.
ASUOP seeks part-time Secretary.
Contact ASUOP 2nd Floor McCaffrey,
946-2233.
St. George Parrish School seeks
Math Instructor, $20-25/hour, M-F,
Bam-12:30pm. Contact 463-1540.

Sign up for MALI I rue Savings and save 25% to

Anybody, Anytime, Anywhere
in the USA.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long distance
and we'll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill* Spend $50 a month, get 30% off. Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1800TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That's Your True Choice™ AT&T.

Bruskin Goldring seeks telephone
interviewers, evenings and weekend
hours, $5.50/hour. Call 1st. Ask for
Caroline Freno at 478-8993 for de
tails.
Campbell Soup seeks evening
shift lab technician in Stockton. Con
tact Laurel McColligan (916) 4293013, FAX (916) 395-5145.
Humor Traffic School is now
"casting" for "acting/teaching" posi
tions, $10-15/hour. Contact Humor
Traffic School Casting, Box 77463, SF
94107.

FULL-TIME JOBS
AMERICAN SAVINGS seeks Inter
nal Auditor. Contact Dan Sampson,
400 E. Main, Stockton 95290, (209)
546-2574.
DEIHL, STEINHEIMER, et.al.,
seeks Paralegal. Contact Lynne Riggs,
400 E. Main, Stockton 95290, (209)
464-8732, FAX 464-9165.
FORD MOTOR CREDIT seeks
Customer Service Rep. Contact Carl
Chenault, PO Box 9068, Pleasanton
94566, (510) 463-9730.
SAN I PAK manufacturer and mar
keter of medical waste sterilizers seek
Sales Reps to market to hospitals.
Contact Karl Oser, 23535 South Bird
Rd, Box 1183, Tracy 953-1883, (209)
836-2310, FAX 836-2336.
CULVER PERSONNEL search
firm, has postings for sales positions
in Southern and Northern CA and
seeks candidates for Culver Recruiter
positions. Contact Cathi Charlton,
3525 Del Amo Blvd, Torrance 90503
at (310) 793-1164; in SF or South Bay,
Joe Jackson, 5994 W. Las Positas, Suite
211, Pleasanton 94558 at (415) 4169400 or FAX 416-9401.
EAGLE RESEARCH seeks C++, VB,
Delphi, PowerBuilder, Object-ori
ented, Windows SDK Programmer.
Contact Shannon Wright, 360 Ritch
Street, Suite 300, SF 94107, (415) 4953131, FAX 495-3638.
MARCHAND MARKETING seeks
paid interns in PR, Marketing, Pub
licity, Strategic Planning, and other
areas. Contact Susan Ryan, 665 3rd
Street, SF94116, (415) 337-2929, FAX
337-2922. Send resume, letter and 3
writing samples.
KODAK seeks Office Imaging
Sales Reps. Contact HR 350 N. Wigett
Lane, Suite 200, Walnut Creek 94598
FAX (509) 977-4903.
A.E.G. HUDSON search special
izes in Pharmaceutical/Biotech. Con
tact AE Graves, Box 1480, Hudson,
OH 44236, (216) 655-2010.
WESTGATE ACADEMY seeks can
didates to teach English in Japan.
Contact Martha Price FAX 0550-898668.

I

Jonathan Sherwood
Opinion Editor
The Pacifican

946-2115
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UOPIuses and Minuses
•A plus to President
DeRosa's visibility on cam
pus, but a minus for those
who can no longer take ad
vantage of the private pool.
•A minus to a lack of de
cent bicycle parking.
•A plus to the extended
hours at the Summit and
Quad dining halls, minus
to the closure of Grace
Covell dining hall.
•A plus to the bookstore
opening early this semes
ter, a minus to the high
prices of books.

A plus to adding wheel
chair ramps to the Quads,
a minus that the doors
aren't powered for easier
access.
•A plus to the continued
use of smaller parking stick
ers, a minus to the fewer
number of parking spaces
on campus.
•A minus to only four
home football games this
year.
•A plus to the new car
peting in Grace Covell,
minus to the Emerald
City look.

What do you think of the university
renaming Campus W ay toAtchley IV

ay?

UOPfienpectte

Summer changes on campus
show sense of humor
JONATHAN C. SHERWOOD
Opinion Editor
Upon returning to campus this
fall, I noticed several changes made
oyer the summer, most noticeable the
presence of the new President.—and
how noticeable he is.
The new President, Dr. Donald
DeRosa, is anything but shy. He can
occasionally be seen strolling the
campus in the wee hours of the morn
ing with his dog. Not only is DeRosa
more visible than the former Presi
dent, whose presence was missed at
the COP graduation ceremonies last
June, but President DeRosa is very
down-to-earth. He seems to enjoy
meeting students and talking with
them on a comfortable level.
I had the pleasure of meeting
President DeRosa when he paid a visit
to the Pacifican just to introduce him
self, meet the staff, and talk with each
of us. Needless to say I was impressed
and even shocked that the President
of the University would take time out
of his busy schedule to walk over to
the Pacifican office just to chat. 1 won
der, did President Atchley even knew

where the Pacifican office was lo
cated?
In my time at UOP, the only time
I saw President Atchley was during
the 1995 Convocation with Supreme
Court Justice Kennedy.
Other changes on campus may
have been noticed by SBPA students.
The School of Business and Public
Administration has been renamed the
Eberhardt School of Business, or by
some cynics, Eberhardt SOB for short.
The decision to rename the SBPA was
made by former President Atchley.
Did anybody think about the abbre
viation prior to the name change?
Was this somebody's idea of a crude
joke?
Another new name on campus is
Atchley Way, formerly known as
Campus Way. How appropriate that
a dead-end street be named after
former President Atchley. No need to
worry though, Atchley Way leads to
no where important.
Looks like the University was
busy this summer thinking up new
names. There is no question about
it—this University definitely has a
sense of humor.

Ellen Bodisco, Junior
"1 don't think they waited long
enough, usually they name things
after people are deceased."

Martha Salcedo, Senior
"1 think it's great."

Mahr Elder, Sophomore
"This isn't the first time that the
people who have propagated
students' difficulties and other
problems have been praised."

Paul Barbieri, Junior
"I think that it was nice that they
gave him a street, but I think that
he deserves a lot less."

Heidi Biller, Senior
"1 think it's nice that they gave
him something, but 1 think that
they should have planted a tree
rather than naming a whole
street after him."

Shelley A. Wright, Junior
"I think its absolutely awful. We
got rid of him. Why rename
something else after him and stil
have the memory around?

CaMPuS l

Survival
check list

CurViVaL

• Phone cords and accessories

!NTHE DORM

• Alarm clock or clock radio
• TV, VCR and video accessories

4999

Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

Voice-activated
micro answerer

• Security devices
• Computer and accessories

CCT circuitry provides excellent
clarity and range. Handy baseto-handset paging. M3-1005MB

Don't miss important calls
when you're not in your
room. Remote operation.

• Batteries

443-752MB

24"

• Stereo equipment, speakers
and audio accessories

Basic trim phone
saves space
Lighted keypad for dialing
in the dark. Three colors,
White. "43-585MB Almond.
043-586MB. Gray. #43-587MB

f

• Heavy-duty flashlight

^
^

• Smoke alarm

\
. v •.

V
|
-

73®

Shielded die-cast
2-way A/V speaker

• Part-time job (see the manager
of your local Radio Shack store)

AM/FM cassette music
system with E-Bass

A
-*

Compact speakers let you share
the music, headphones let you
listen privately. #14-1209MB

18"

i

Great for use near PC
or TV. 4" woofer and
1" soft-dome tweeter.

1

Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.

Black. "40 2048MB
Whiln. "40-2059MB

#15-1808MB

IN THE CLASSROOM

4

AC accessories to power your dorm

*$0

4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. «6I-262IMB
2.99
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. #6i-2i3iM ....22.99
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. #6i-2622mb
3.99
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch. *6i-215omb
8.99
Single outlet spike protector. #6I-279IMB
6.99
6-ft. 3-OUtlet ext. cord. White, #61-2744MB. Brown. F61-2745MB
1.99
9-ft. 3-OUtlet ext. cord. White, #61-2746MB. Brown. H61-2747MB
2.39
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. #6i-2748mb
3.49

il&aS
—•** „ .waggr, r cSi-S.

Microcassette
recorder
Great for recording class
notes. Easy one-hand
operation. Two speeds.

49"

»14-1159MB

Scientific calculator

Ixpress
can wrap a gift, add a card and ship it
anywhere in the US via FedEx* delivery
service. For a store near you or to order, call
e

1-800-THE-SHACK

I ' l l
m

life-

Radio /haek

. 1 » 1

Jk, *

Indoor TV/FM antenna
improves reception

Stores up to 12 frequently used
formulas and runs them with
just a few keystrokes. »65-80SMB

Advanced thesaurus

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers Items not available at a participating store
can be special-ordered (subiect to availability) at the advertised price. A participating store will otter a
comparable value if the product is sold out. Independent Radio Shack dealers and franchisees may not
be participating in this ad or stock or special-order every item advertised. Copies of applicable war
ranties are available upon request at stores tor inspection before sale, or by writing Customer Relations
1400 One Tandy Center. Fort Worth TX 76102. FedEx trademarks used by permission.

Small enough to carry in your
backpack or purse. #63-2HOMB

Franklin is a registered trademark ol Franklin
Electronic Publishing, Inc

Radio /haek

You've got questions. We've got answers."

The Reblir Shop
Radio°/haok
Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix
most major brands of out-of-warranty
electronics. For a store near you, call

1-800-THE-SHACKSM

r

Janell Bauer

1
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Matt de la Pena wins Hansen writing
1

I

continue writing poetry in order to
prepare for the challenge of complet
ing a novel.
Arlen J. Hansen taught English at
Matt de la Pefia is the winner of
UOP from 1969 until shortly before
the third annual Arlen J. Hansen writ
his death in 1993. He fascinated, pro
ing contest and scholarship.
voked, and shaped the minds of a
Four years ago De la Pena, a se
generation of students. His scholar
nior basketball player, found that ex
ship was large, exact, and bold, his
cellence in athletics was not his only
conversation spirited, his prose
gift. De la Pena began his writing ca
memorable for passion
reer as a freshman at Ha
and clarity.
waii Pacific when a
The
Arlen J.
teacher encouraged him
Hansen scholarship
to write down his feel
was established in the
ings about being away
spring of 1993. The
from his home and fam
scholarship is made
ily.
possible by John Val
Until de la Pena's
entine who graduated
first year as a junior
from Pacific in 1974
transfer at UOP he had
with a major in En
never presented his
glish. Now an attorney
work to anyone. De la
Matt de la Pena
in Missouri, he sponPefia gained confidence
sors the Hansen Prize in memory of
after sharing his writing in a poetry
his teacher and friend. Hansen de
class, accompanied by constant sup
cided that the gift from Valentine
port from faculty. In addition to en-,
would be best if used to reward a stu
couragement from the English De
dent
who could show a unique and
partment, de la Pena is grateful for
compelling
appreciation of the En
support from his basketball coach,
glish
language.
who often reads and discusses his
The writing contest and scholar
writing.
ship will be offered again in the
De la Pefia hopes to some day be
Spring of 1996 to a student of any
a professor at a university, while en
major enrolled at Pacific with sopho
joying a career as a novelist. With a
more or junior standing as of spring
self created major, psychology as an
semester.
influence on creative writing, he will
Read de la Pena's award
be well prepared. De la Pena plans to
winning works at right and below

JANELL BAUER
Pacifican Staff Writer

MANUEL
Matt de la Pena
nother Tuesday creepin / sittin in the
house ofhealin
he's the thick chewed up beard / hair
meetin in a pony tail
they say he's crazy / hears voices that
ain't really there
got no clue what he's sayin half the
time
n 1 suppose it's true /I've watched
him talk ta nobody
seen his stare confused / mind
uncertain
fi'el like I got them naive eyes starin
inta his /don't know why
maybe cause of how he looks / like
my pops back home
like my uncles / n all their buddies
he gets ta talkin about buyin a Harley
about a dream with a boat made a
plastic

about how he knows Carol n Ericka
n Jaunita
n I'm listenin /ain't hearin though
don't make no sense ta my ears
but I'm lookin right in his eyes /
sendin respect
smilin only when it seems right /
laughin after he does
in his eyes is my family / I'd never
cross em
"hey are you Mexicano?"
"ya, how'd you know that?"
"I don't know, I could barely tell,
what's your last name?"
"de la Pena"
"you gotta cool last name like me are
you related to Sheena Easton? maybe
my friend Rico?"
n he's ramblin / feelin a bond /
talkin in Spanish to excludethe
others
speakin it slow / the only way I can
hear
n I catch enough words ta fake
See MANUEL page 24

contest

HAWKS IS GONE
Matt de la Pefia
So I went to this place in my head or
head or head...
'
n I's disturbed by all the dim lights n
empty spaces
I got to walkin down the paint
chipped stairs pushin the
obwebs away with my hands
n I heard all this laughter the whole
time
.
n there's memories that come flowin
like they was happenin
oday
so I kept walkin
tryin to see what I could of what's in
my head
n what makes my eyes see the way
they do
n I came up on Vinny
n a couple a his buddies, they was
pissed
it's cause I told em ta shut up earlier
when they was pickin
on this retarded boy
Vintty didn't take too well ta what I
said
they was wearin these plain white Tshirts n beat up old blue
jeans
n they trapped me in the bathroom
Vinny walked up to me n his boys got
the door
I's fiicked again
next thing I knew I's slidin down the
bathroom wall all slow like in the
movies
my stupid tears fallin into the blood
from my nose n I
had to think up another story ta tell
my mom
turn away n run away
til I come to a chain-link fence n hop
it
I'm thinkin its safe hear
walkin through the dark moonlit field
n I hit the lights near the dugout
slowly the field lights up n I'm at
shortstop
with my old glove
somewhere in junior high
I's in my uniform and proud cause I's
good
n a sharp grounder's hit my way
all my friends n they parents was
watchin from the stands
n my mom too
slap my glove n my knees is bent
but the ball takes a crazy hop n it's
headed straight for my

nose
n I quickly turn my head, blam
right in the ear n I fall to the
ground like I's shot
the ball's spinnin in circles a foot
from my face
my gloves off n both hands is on
my ear
someone else had to get the ball n
my dad comes runnin onto the field
screamin at me
"GET THE FUCK UP! YOU
GODDAM BABY! YOU'RE ACTIN
LIKE A LITTLE FAGGOT!
FUCKIN PUSSY!"
n all of my friends was there with
they parents
n my mom yelled
"DON'T YOU YELL AT MY SON!"
n my dad says
"YOU BETTER SHUT THE FUCK
UP!"
n I couldn't cry, couldn't even think
I just never said nothin to nobody
ever
turn away, run away, leavin the
field forever
run n run n don't slow down til I
see the face of first love
her face was genuine as a rose
smells good
had that pretty brown hair I saw
from across the school hall
somewhere in tenth grade
took me a month ta say a word to
tter
•
n
after a while we was hangin out all
the time
I wrote in a note for her ta choose
what we was to each other
it said:
Jennifer Warner is to Matt de la
Pefia
Girlfriend
Friend
Enemy—
she checked girlfriend n we stayed
together two years
til I started noticing them other
girls
n I took her for granted
after datin a couple other girls I
came back ta Jen
called her n told her we was goin
out that night
she told me she woulda but she
already had plans
I asked if them plans was with
another guy
she said yea
II she been with that guy ta this

See THE HAWK page 24
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Campus Paperbach BeslsellGfs
<^Jh?Ho't'Sno," by Richard
CombahRf
of Honor," by Tom
nancy. (Berkley. 57.50.) Jack Ryan ,s
>JL foil a Japanese plot.
^
'
4 Stone W»rto," t« Qiro^
ijo

iPencuin,

>lu.yo.)

Oman's life torn childhood through
"ld "8'i:A 2nd Helping of Chicken
c^The Soul," by Jack Canfield
SCi Victor HaLen. (Health

co?^pio°iV

Afe

k"™11 •;"d

~$m^n.rhe
•"f^Ve Chamber," hy John
Grisham. (island/Dell, $7.50.) A lawrepresents a racist on death row.
8 "Seven Habits of Highly Infec
tive People," by Steven R. Covey.
(Fireside, $12.) Guide to personal fulve

fillment

^ Frien(js>» by Maeve

Binchy. (Dell, $6.50.) Coming of age
in an Irish village and in Dublin s
academia.
_ .„
10. "Chicken Soup For 1 he Soul,
by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor
Hansen. (Health Communication,
$12.) Stories for heart & spirit.
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Musicr eview

Costello's "Kojak Variety" no big deal
they are making. It is almost as if
someone just told Costello it was
time to put out another album, but
he didn't feel like writing any new
songs., ,
From a songwriter as gifted as
Costello, this is a real tragedy. Few
songwriters are even in his league, yet
all he provides here is a half-hearted
assortment of songs that few people
cared about the first time around.
The album isn't bad, just the super
fluous use of a concept lately over
done.

JOEL SCHWITZER
Pacifican staff writer
I think I can pinpoint the exact
moment that the all-covers album
concept became overused. It was last
April and Duran Duran had just re
leased "Thank You," which included
a title track cover of the Led Zeppelin
tune, and also Public Enemy's "911
is a Joke." It was at that point that I
knew things had gone a bit too far.
This was further evidenced by Jeff
Healey's "Cover to Cover," an album
chock full of awful covers of great
bluesmen.

The first, 1981's "Almost
Blue," is a delightful romp
through twelve country
wes tern songs.
Now adding fuel to the fire is
Elvis Costello. This is Costello's sec
ond album comprised solely of cov
ers. The first, 1981's "Almost Blue,"
is a delightful romp through twelve
country western songs. That album
is a ereat example of the concept

Elvis Costello releases second album of
covers.

when it works. The musicians play
with an energy and enthusiasm that
brings something to the music; not
so with this new collection.
The songs Costello chose to in
clude are all of obscure selections
from 1930 to 1970. Included are cuts
by Howlin' Wolf, Dusty Springfield,
The Kinks, Burt Bacharach and Mose
Allison. In contrast to "Almost Blue,"
not a cut on this album sounds like
any of the participants care more
than a cursorv amount for the music

SAM'S CAFE
Chinese & American Cuisine

UOP SPECIAL

10% off total
bill any time!
. TAKE-OUT •
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER •
2328 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
(209) 466-5881

Apple keeps
turning out
new computers
so fast that we
have no choice except
to lower the price on
last quarter's (still very cool,
still very powerful) models.
UNIVERSITY COMPUTER STORE
A Division of the University Book Store
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

if you don't stop your fnend from drivingdrunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

g^ptember 7. 1995
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C A L E N D A R

Thursday, Sept. 7
ON CAMPUS
Chi Alpha Noon Prayer in the
Chapel. All welcome to join.
Ultimate Adventure Club inciting.
9 p.m. in Grace Covell Tiger Lounge.

All welcome to attend.
Movie: "Bad Boys" staring Wil Smith
and Martin Lawrence as Miami cops
in a dangerous undercover operation.
Movie plays at 8 p.m. in the
McCaffrey Center Theater.

Friday, Sept. 8
TIGER SPORTS
Volleyball: UOP vs. Kansas at
5:30 p.m. in the Alex Spanos Center.
All games free to students will valid
student ID cards.
ON CAMPUS
Audition workshop offered at 7
p.m. in the DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre for two upcoming plays: Pa
cific Revue and "Six Degrees of Sepa
ration." All students, faculty, and
staff welcome.

Audition workshop offered at 1
p.m. in the DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre for two upcoming plays: Pa
cific Revue and "Six Degrees of Sepa
ration." All students, faculty, and staff
welcome.
Movie: "Bad Boys" staring Wil
Smith and Martin Lawrence as Miami
cops in a dangerous undercover op
eration. Movie plays at 8 p.m. in the
McCaffrey Center Theater.

OFF CAMPUS
YellowWood Junction, one of the
most promising unsigned bands in
the area, will be performing at Last
Day Saloon.

Sunday, Sept. 10
ON CAMPUS
Movie: "Bad Boys" staring Wil Smith
and Martin Lawrence as Miami cops
in a dangerous undercover operation.
Movie plays at 8 p.m. in the
McCaffrey Center Theater.

Monday, Sept. 11
ON CAMPUS
Auditions for Pacific Revue and "Six
Degrees of Separation."

Chi Alpha: An energetic Chris
tian fellowship provides time to sing
and study about God's message.
Meets at 8:00 p.m. in WPC 140.

YellowWood Junction, one of the
most promising unsigned bands in
the area, will be performing at Paragon.

TIGER SPORTS
Volleyball: UOP vs. Pittsburgh at
11 a.m. in the Alex Spanos Center.
All games free to students with valid
student ID cards.
Volleyball: UOP vs. Ball State at
7:30 p.m. in the Alex Spanos Center.
AH games free to students with valid
student ID cards.
Football: UOP vs. Oregon State
at 7 p.m. in the Stagg Memorial Sta
dium. All games free to students will
valid student ID cards.

ON CAMPUS
FREE FESTIVAL 1995: a celebra
tion of the work to reduce the use
and abuse of alcohol, tobacco, and
drugs in America. The festival will be
held from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at
UOP Brookside Field. Activities in
clude: Earl "Good Rockin" Brown,
local entertainment, vocalists, kids'
activities, martial arts demo, dance

S E C T I O N

troupes, poetry reading and more.

Movie: "Bad Boys" staring Wil
Smith and Martin Lawrence as Mi
ami cops in a dangerous undercover
operation. Movie plays at 8 p.m. in
the McCaffrey Center Theater.

Saturday, Sept. 9
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This fall the Stockton Civic Theatre will be opening two wartime plays: Ronald
Harwood's drama "The Dresser" and "The 1940s Radio Hour." The first of
these two productions, "The Dresser," deals with the perils of performance on
show nights in 1942 during World War II. It is set to open on September 7 and
nin through September 23. Ticket prices are: $12 ($10 for students) on Fridays
and Saturdays, and $10 ($8 for students) on Thursdays and Sundays. Opening
night tickets will be only $5 for students with valid ID cards. For more
information call 473-2424. Don't miss this Oscar nominated play.

OFF CAMPUS

Tuesday, Sept. 12
TIGER SPORTS
Volleyball: UOP vs. Santa Clara at
Santa Clara 7 p.m.
ON CAMPUS
Movie: "Muriel's Wedding." 8 p.m.
in McCaffrey Center Theater.
Auditions for Pacific Revue and "Six
Degrees of Separation.

Wednesday, Sept. 13
ON CAMPUS
Movie: "Muriel's Wedding. 8 p.m.
in McCaffrey Center Theater.
Auditions for Pacific Revue and "Six
Degrees of Separation.
The CREW: Christ's Radically Em
powered Workers Bible study. For
more information call Sean Curt.s at
951-7380.

OFF CAMPUS
Therapeutic Massage—Free! Certified
Massage Technicians will be at Barnes
& Noble from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Come
early and sign up for your own free
10 minute massage.

Thursday, Sept. 14
ON CAMPUS
Artwork by Dianne Romaine entitled
"Metaphysical Artifacts" is now on
display in the UOP Gallery, McCaffrey
Center. A reception will be held on
Sept. 22, 7-9 pm.
Formal introduction of President
DeRosa to campus. Faye Spanos Con
cert Hall, 4 p.m.

Running through the month
Artwork by Dianne Romaine entitled
"Metaphysical Artifacts" is now on
display in the UOP Gallery, McCaffrey
Center. A reception will be held on
Sept. 22, 7-9 pm.

open Mondays through Fridays from
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday, noon to 5 p.m. A reception
for the artists will be held on Sept. 22
from 7 to 9 p.m.
Twenty-nine gelatin print photo
graphs by Henry Paine are on display
now through September 30 in the
Graduate School office, Knoles Hall,
second floor. Monday through Friday,
8:30 a.m. through 5 p.m. A reception
will be held on Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m.

Looking Ahead
ON CAMPUS
Wednesday, Sept. 27, CROSS
CULTURAL TRAINING I will begin.
This is a course which must be taken
in the Fall 1995 semester by any stu
dent planning to go abroad for the
Spring 1996 semester. Register now if
you have not already done so, no late
fee will be charged.

Charcoal drawings by Clint Brown,
ceramic sculptures by Kit Davenport
and mixed media by Lauren Davies
are all on display in the Richard and
Marjorie Reynolds Art Gallery. Gallery

1
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with silly, catchy rhymes and slapped
with titles like "Vomit Song," "Slimy
Cello Piece," and "Untitledfbut sad)."
Self-ihdulgent, perhaps, but Barbeau

CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer

CAI IFORNUV FR£SH TAQUEBIA

\™°Z»
'Angus"

it %cKJ«aw»uiNi*«wJi

* >.< UP / MSN*?

HGHt SIBUBDAKI****^

i'c S'«' Moti°" mm

Sure, vou could write this off as
vet another lame attempt by movie
producers to cash in on the poP"ldr'
ity of alternative music (see
-Clueless") but this one actually
works. While the rest of this summer s
soundtracks were barely cohesive
compilations of "hit' singles, the
Annus soundtrack actually works as
a souiultMk. 1 very song sounds like
it belongs nowhere else hut the backaround of someone's life. Surprisingly
enough, the usually dull Goo Goo
Dolls steal the show with their rous
ing, anthemic "Ain't I hat Unusual.
Weezer, the Smoking Popes, and
Pansy Division also contribute pure
jx>p gems that make me wish this was
the soundtrack to my life.

We aooapl ATM & checks

OuaiyDiv^Thiii

Phone Odere 962-6261
4601 Pacific Ave
I ftriiSn*0|l*l">'u''

^OK /.V^,
1t 4 5t
AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

Sure, you could write this
off as yet another lame
attempt by movie
producers to cash in on
the popularity of
alternative music, but this
one actually works.
Anton Barbeau
^
"Waterbugs and Beetles
Having recently split with the
lovboys, Sacramento musician Anton
Barbeau continues to craft pristine
jangle pop. His latest effort clocks in
at a whopping 19 tracks, dripping

obviously doesn't take himself too se
riously He recommends the songs
"Bible Beater," "Come To Me(Made
of Metal)" and "Beautiful Bacon
Dream" and 1 must say 1 concur.

n

DINE IK (TIKE OUT
HOI PACIFIC Ave.
STOCKTON, CA SM04
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new sounds for fall

Sensational new
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CRSLL
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Mens Blue Denim

Delicious Mexican
Food With A Twist

LEVI",JEANS
>15.00 KEWuD
5

7217 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, Gi V5207

20W7+:l754

>i$L4y ONE $550ON $5.75,
*C0Mf3O pC/lTE/ft7lALL\

i-1

. PNVCE&NECOEVEWE
• | SECOND /?T 112 PN9CE^

National Denim Buyers will pay you CASH for your
used button fly 501 Levi jeans.
UP I

>100°° REWARD

for 1985 to 1990 Nike Air Jordan Basketball Shoes
Up to $100.00 for 60's, 70's and 80's running shoes.

"WOO" REWARD

for pre 1970 Levi, Lee and Wrangler jeans and jackets

MA/ fj fitter
i

"ftyati & rfcceMmi&i

V

rW,£

10:00 am. to 5:00 pm. Weberstown Mall
4950 Pacific Ave.
Prices determined by condition, size and color.

(

' /
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Now thru Sunday Only

>•

209 J 952 J 4237
26 JsmetU gtmtn -I Sfektm. 6M 9S20',
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McCaffrey Center Theatre
CHAOS

by Br.an Snuste1

CHAOS

Bad Boys
Martin Lawrence and Wil Smith
team up as mismatched Miami
cops- one a Porsche-driving bach
elor and the other a staid family
man-who switch places, identities,
and lifestyles for a dangerous un-.
dercover operation. Rated R, 1261
minutes, Sept. 7-10.

by Brian Shosier

Muriel's Wedding

I

This offbeat comedy from Austra
lia trains a satirical eye on the life
of a homely young woman who
dreams of marriage as an escape
from a dull, corrupt, pointless sub
urban existence. Writer-director T.J.
Hogan infuses this somehow wacky
traipse with delightful oddball hu
mor and heartfelt thought about
what it means to take charge of
one's life. Not Rated, 133 minutes,
Sept. 12-13.

Legends Of The Fall
The headless and horseless man.

Oscar winner Anthony Hopkins
gives another powerful perfor
mance in Edward Zwick's sweeping
epic about three brothers, their fa
ther, and the woman who changes
all their lives. In a story that begins
in the late 1800's and continues
into the early 1960's, Hopkins por
trays Col. William Ludlow, a U.S.
Cavalry officer who raises his three
sons in the wild of Montana. Grow
ing up, the brothers (Brad Pitt,
Adian Quinn, Henry Thomas) are
inseparable, but they cannot know
the passionate and violent paths
their lives will follow. From the
western prairies to the trenches of
World War I and beyond, their's is
a story of love and loss, betrayal
and hope. Rated R, 133 minutes,
Sept.14-17.

"Psst! The teacher's just a slug, pass it on

E30HEMIA

by Scott Selsor©
T KNOW POETRH.I KEEP

ICAKJ'r BE-UE.VE THAT
PAEREDVTH LIKES THAf

ARTIST

moPE THArO

TAE. T<* AN APXLT TOD {

A journal, X KW&UJ THE
VALUE OF ART j THE SUBTLE
NUANCES OP COLOR AND
STMLE...

NOW OPEN !

GUIDI*S
pizza &. pub

"If Your Car's Not Going,
We'll be Towing!"

LUNCH or DINNER

BMT TOWING

WE DELIVER!!!
JUST FAX YOUR ORDER &
WE'LL BRING IT TO YOU

"24 Hr. Emergency Towing and Recovery"

NEED A MENU?
WE'LL FAX YOU ONE!

PIZZA • RAVIOLIS
SANDWICHES
MICRO & DOMESTIC BEERS
DARTS • 3 TVS

472-0783
4415 PACIFIC AVENUE

(209) 463-8006
1-800-588-4TOW

P.O. Box 31597
Stockton, CA 95213

FAX # 472-7326

$1 OFF $2 OFF $3 OFF |
ANY
SMALL
PIZZA

ANY
MEDIUM
PIZZA

Maybe dorm Food Is Bland
And Boring, But Dorm Walls
Don't Have To Be.

ANY
LARGE
PIZZA

^GUIDES

2 LARGE PIZZAS
(one lopping)

LGUlDl'S

'DeckcWALLS

$15.99

HOURS: SUN-THURS. 10AM TO 10PM • FRI-SAT 10AM TO 12AM

Weberstown Mall

•

-tz*~

474-1591

V

•
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Ultimate Adventurers kick off new semes er

_eym.

Bagel Express: High
| quality, high prices

USA SEAMAN
Pocifican guest writer

CHRISTI NEILL

Miles of trails to be ridden, ranges
*/x Kp
%i.inc to
of mountains
w rlimbed
ciHUUW snd cx~
of
beaches
to
be•
oansc >
wt
,
i
*,1
Thu
k
what
I
had
pictured
explored... Irus is
i
when 1 I bought of California. Two
hours from the beach and two hours
from the mountains," the UOP view
book said.
loi students who came to I antic
looking for the beautiful scenery de
scribed in the view book there is now
a club called Ultimate Adventures.
iThe purpose of this club is to provide
[opportunities for students to meet
other students and travel to nearby
Iplaces for activities like rock climb
ing, mountain biking, hiking, down
hill and cross-country skiing and sea
kayaking.
.
ifiking in Yosemlte Is tentatively
planned for the end of Sept. For more
information, come to the first meet
ing tonight at 9 p.m in the Grace
Covel! Tiger lounge. If you cannot
attend or would like more informa
tion, call 462-9487. All students are
encouraged to attend.

r? 1
Pb 0
h r\
.

Pacifican guest writer

photo by Lisa Seamna

Members of the campus club Ultimate Adventure on a skip trip last year.

MANUEL
Continued from page 18

ENROLLMENT FEE OR i
PROCESSING FEE

AND ONLY

PER MONTH

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Get all Eight (8) Local Clubs for Your Use!
• Tht t.argevt & Bc»l Selection of
Step and Aerobic Classes in the area!

' 16 Lines of Equipment to fill all
fltnesss disircs!

' Oser 160 Pieces of Cardio Equipment!

* 3 Full Court Basketball and
Volleyball Gyms!

' 15 * Tons of Free Weights!

* 24 Hour Clubs available!

knowin the shit
u I'm sittin in guilt / oughta know my
family's tongue
oughta be bow they are / but I think
I'm Mr.smart boy
first to see a college campus /gettin all
educated
n I'm sittin up in this place / thinkin
I'm better or somethin
ain't know shit about the culture /
don't even eat gramma's
tamales / wonder how they look at me
/ Mr.smart boy
n Manuel asks if we're friends / if we
can tell each other
anything
like his sister n cara / n of course we ca

* Swimming Pools *Spas *Saunas 'Steam Rooms

More than just Health Clubs....
A fun way of life...for every body...
Quail Lakes Athletic Club * In Shape City - Stockton
, West Lane Racquet Club * Marina Tennis and Swim Club
In Shape City - Tracy * In Shape City - Manteca
The Sports Club of Tracy * The Downtown Athletic Club
Get It AII . Get The Best-Call

472-2230

STOCKTON ATHLETIC CLUBS

THEHA WK

Bagel Express is an adventure
worth exploring if you've got some
extra money to spend.1his quaint
restaurant on West March Lane
provides a casual atmosphere with
a wide variety.
There is the traditional bagel
and cream cheese or you can have
a deli sandwich on your favorite
bagel The more exotic bagels
range from California Crunch,
which is a multi-grain bagel, to
Pizza, Poppyseed, and many more.
There are a variety of meats for
sandwiches, as well as muffins,
bottled juices, cookies and brown
ies Since there are so many bagel
combinations, be sure to be spe
cific when ordering.
Ihad a wonderful turkey sand
wich on a Poppy seed bagel. The
fresh lettuce, tomato, sprouts and
onions were delicious and there
was no problem when I asked
them to hold the mayonnaise.
There is also the option of having
your bagel toasted, which adds a
little crunch to your sandwich.
'
The only downfall is that the
prices are pretty steep. My single
sandwich was $4.26. The value
meal, which includes a sandwich,
salad, desert and soda is a better
deal for only $4.95. A plain bage
with non-fat cream cheese is a bit
pricey at $2.50.
The restaurant was clean ana
the service was very prompt. Ba
gel Express is open from 6 a.m. to
6 p.m. weekdays and 7 a.m. to 4
p.m. weekends. The busiest times
| are breakfast and lunch, so plan a
few extra minutes if you go dur
ing these times. The staff were
helpful and nice, and there was
plenty of room to sit both inside
| and out.
,
Bagel Express is great for a dirferent kind of sandwich,but if you
just want a quick bagel you mig
opt for your own toaster.

Continued from page 18
day
n she was the best girl I ever met
turn away n run away
I was runnin til I got away from where
1 was
n I didn't care what 1 saw next cits it
don't really matter
I's runnin n runnin til I came up on
sand
I's at the beach
with all the rocks n seaweed washed
ashore

n they was some bright stars out
I's with some girl
couldn't really see her face
ain't really sure what color her hair
was
but I'm sittin there talkin to her
tellin her we should be together
somewhere in eleventh grade
when I didn't care bout no girl s fee »
n I's just manipulatin her
like a salesman
n she's starin at me through them
romantic goggles

The

Brad Hungerford
Sports Exlitor

Pacify

September

7,

946-2115
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Women 's volleyball

Tigers burned by Huskers in UOP tourney
DAVID OTTENFELD
Pacifican guest writer

All Pacific sporting events are
free to all students with a valid
student I.D. card except play
offs.

Football player Jamie Harness
fought in Operation Desert
Storm.
Womens Volleyball was the
pre-season number one in the
Big West Conference.
Women's soccer is off to the
best start in school history.
Football coach Chuck Shelton
shares the same birthday as an
other legendary Pacific Head
Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg.
UOP's Joe Abdullah was the
only football player selected to
the Football News pre-season
All-Big West team.
Abdullah, a Stockton resident
and former St. Mary's standout
finished the 1994 season with
1,509 all-purpose yards.
The 6-foot, 220-pound running
back, is currently a senior pur
suing a major in biological sci
ences.
The womens field hockey team
played their home half of the
home-aand-home agreement
they made with the University
of Maine. UOP is one of only
three Division I schools in Cali
fornia to have a filed hockey
team.
Besides producing good
atheletes, UOP had four Aca
demic All-Americans and three
Academic All-District studentathelete's.
Compiled by Brad Hungerford

The inspiration of Dominique
Benton-Bozman singing the national
anthem was not enough to bring the
UOP women's volleyball team to vic
tory when the Tigers hosted the Asics
UOP Invitational last weekend. UOP
defeated UC Berkeley to reach the
championship round, but lost in
three straight games with scores of 1315,10-15, 3-15 before a crowd of
1,403 at the Spanos Center.
"We watched them play last week
on TV against Stanford, and they
played at a very high level," Pacific
head coach John Dunning of the Ne
braska team. "I think part of the time
we played at that level and part of the
time we didn't. We're just not used
to keeping it there."
Benton-Bozman, an All-American
last year, led the way for the Tigers
with 16 kills and Rebecca Downey
presented an electrifying perfor
mance with 13 kills, hitting .462, and
chipping in with 10 digs. I he acro
batic expose of freshman sensation
Elsa Stegemann produced 10 kills
along with 23 digs in the back row.

Nebraska was led in the match
by outside hitter Billie Winsett with
17 kills and a usual solid game by
tournament MVP Lisa Reitsma with
13 kills.
Game one was the Tigers' high
light, which amounted to all hustle
and gripping intensity with various
ties and near injuries. Nebraska
played sloppy early after two serve
receive overpasses by the Tigers
amounted to easy kills by lack of
concentration by the Huskers.
However, they were still able to
edge out the victory 15-13.
Game two started out well for
the Tigers, as they scored the first
three points, but after a 5-5 tie they
fell apart at the seams. After Ne
braska made it 11-5, UOP made a
late run but fell short 15-10.
Game three was a disturbing
affair, with the Tigers being riddled
by errors. At 10-0 there was a spec
tacular collision in the middle of
the court
between
Sacha
Caldemeyer and Rebecca Downey.
The Tigersa earned their first point
of the match after a long rally
ended with a Caldemeyer dink at
the net. This proved valiant, but not

Football

#

enough as the final score read 15-3 in
favor of the Huskers.
"We needed to have more of a de
fensive effort and not play so out of
control,"
junior setter Sacha
Caldemeyer stated. "Our main weak
ness was in our transition game off the
net, so we are going to be working on
that this week in practice."
Caldemeyer finished the game with
42 assists.
Coach Dunning didn't seem too
depressed by the loss. "I mean, I was
really happy with a lot of the things
we did tonight. We made streaks of
mistakes that they didn't," he said.
Caldemeyer, Downey, and BentonBozman received all-tournament nods
for their impressive performances.
UOP (1-1) came into the Nebraska
match with a stellar #4 ranking in the
Volleyball Monthly rankings and a
reputable #8 in the national coaches
poll. Nebraska came into the match as
the #2 team in the country.
The UOP women will now prepare
for the Reebok Ball State Classic in
Muncie, Indiana this weekend. Other
teams competing include Kansas, Pitts
burgh, and Ball State.

....

UOP gets a taste of big time competition

GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican staff writer
If history was any indication as
to how competitive last Saturday s
season opener would be, then
Pacific's football team should have
been prepared to offer the University
of Arizona all they could handle.
After all, it was only two years ago
when UOP marched into Tucson and
battled the nationally ranked Wild
cats in one of their toughest matches
of the year, before succumbing 16-13.
Even UA head coach Dick Tomey ac
knowledged that his 1993 squad was
the best in the history of the franchise.

But on Saturday it was a different
story. Arizona exploited Pacific's in
experienced defensive secondary and
usePd their "Desert Swarm" defense o
contain the Tiger offense en route to
a 41-9 victory.

Chad Fotheringham had his Di
vision I debut spoiled against the#
team in the nation. Fothenngham, a
JC transfer from Utah's Snow College,

edged senior Nick Sellers during
summer scrimmages for the start
ing nod.
Fotheringham took the helm
for the first three quarters complet
ing 12-of-28 passes for 84 yards. He
threw one interception and lost a
fumble before being replaced by
Sellers in the fourth quarter.
"I think our offensive line did
a great job of protecting," the jun
ior quarterback said. "Arizona ad
justed to our offensive strategies
well."
Sellers completed 6 of 10 passes
for 68 yards and threw a 2-yard dish
with only minutes left to fullback
Kerry Blakney for Pacific's lone
touchdown score.
Vince Bruno provided the de
fensive spark when he intercepted
a Dan White pass at Pacific's 30yard line and returned the ball past
mid-field. Roger Fleenor stepped in
and connected on a 31-yard field
goal to give the Tigers their only
lead of the contest.
But it was too little, too late. Ari

I

_ i_ command.
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zona took
The U/iMratc
Wildcats con
verted on the big plays, including a 46yard bomb to Gary Taylor to set up the
first of five touchdowns.
White followed up on the first play
of the very next series by connecting
with Richard Dice for an 89-yard score,
the fourth longest play from scrimmage
in UA history.

Perhapsthebestnewsfor
UOP might be the
$250,000 the school will
pocket for being a stepping
stonetoaPac-10
powerhouse.
Placekicker Jon Prasuhn added to
the barrage by kicking a 57-yard field
goal, the longest in Arizona history, in
the closing seconds of the first half.
The second half started in similar
fashion. Gary Taylor ran 43 yards on
first down to set up the third Wildcat
See Football page 27

Intramural Update
The 1995-1996 Intramural sea
son kicked-off this past Monday
with entries opening in Flag Foot
ball, Indoor Soccer, Tennis, and
Golf. Entry forms are available at
the Intramural Office in the Main
Gym. Entry deadlines and other
information related to each sport
is listed below:
Flag Football:
Entries Open:
August 28
Entries Close:
September 11 C* 4:00pm
Scrimmages:
September 12 & 13
Official's Meeting:
September 7 <?' 5:00pm(WPC 119)
Captain's Meeting:
September 14 <s> 5:00pm (WPC 119)
League Play Begins:
September 18
Indoor Soccer:
Entries Open:
August 28
Entries Close:
September 13 («' 4:00pm
Official's Meeting:
September 12 («* 7:00pm (Main Gym)

Captains Meeting:

September 18 @ 5:00pm (WPC 119)

jjqers start season 2-1
the pacifican
The pacific
son has just begun an

ii
,s

League Play Begins:
September 20
Tennis:
Entries Open:
August 28
Entries Close:
September 20 @ 4:00pm
Singles Play:
September 24 & 26
Doubles Play:
October 1 & 3
Golf:
Entries Open:
August 28
Entries Close:
September 20 @ 4:00pm
Tournament Date:
September 22@Swenson Golf Course.
Be a part of the Magic...Become
an IM official. We are currently
seeking men and women to
officiaiate flag football and indoor
soccer. If you are interested, stop
by the Intramural Office in the a
main gym, or call 946-2716 to apply.

tfhis young squad.

Anchalee Kunnaragthai had two goals
tor k tigers and Wendy Woofer and

S

After a hard fought first
first half the
Tigers established their dominance
creating numerous scoring opponu'
nities and hitting the goal posts f0Ur
times, they out shot the Bulldogs 21.
11. Although Pacific pressured Fresno
throughout the game it took a goal
by Pacific mid fielder Nikki Lasher in
the 87th minute to break the 0-0 tie
and win the game for the Tigers. Goal
keeper Yvette Valdez added seven
saves to register her first save of the
season. The final score read: Pacific 1
- Fresno State 0.

Kim (Tommy) Tho'nPs°nnf,nfshow
goal each. Pacific then took It siiho
on the road against Stanford he
number three ranked team in the
nation. Although the team sufferer
a 2-0 loss, coach Coleman seemec
upbeat. "Stanford is an extremely tal
ented team, that is still at a differen
level. But we are happy with the re
sult and I think we showed improve
ment over last year, and also that we
can play against the best."
On Monday, the Tigers played
their home opener against a scrappy
Fresno State team on Knoles Field.
The atmosphere was great for a soc
cer game, with a crowd of roughly
300 people and beautiful weather
conditions. "We couldn't have asked
for a better day than Monday to play
and I think we left the crowd satis
fied," said Coleman.

Soccer Trivia
Match the players with their home
town and win a free soccer t-shirt.
If there is more than one correct
response the winner will be drawn
at random. Bring entries to the soc
cer office in the Main Gym. Entry
deadline is 1 p.m. on Sept. 15.
Yvette Valdez
Littelton
Michelle Gardner
Menlo Park
Aimee Davidson
Reno
Jenny Prunk
Los Altos
Katie Odishoo
Fresno
Natalie Edwards
Mesa

Tiger Bonus Question
Name the two women's soccer play
ers who were born on the same day.

Toil-Free

Spanos Park Golf Centei

Information and

The Valley's Finest
Golf Practice Facility

Referral for
California Crime
Victims

with complete short game area
1/2 mile west of 1-5 011 Eight Mile Road

$1 off any size basket for
UOP Students & Faculty
(Just Bring UOPI.D.)
-Group & Private Lessons Available

1-800-VICTIMS
Victim, of Crime Resource Center
UOP McGeorge School of Law
3200 Fifth Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95817

IBM • MAC
&

P C C O M P A T I B L ES
• Computer Sales
• System Upgrades
• Accessories
• New & Used Equipment
• Service and Repair
• "technical Support
• Networks
OrrSje Service Avaiabit* for Office

for Fiat, friendly
4IRetahkSen
Reliable Service
Col Ralph',at

[

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

957-5555

or Home Comparer APPlf or IBM.
WE REPAIR MOST

Packard Bell

MAJOR BRANDS

1KIVI

COMPAQ.

704 W. Swain Road • Stockton • (209) 957-5555

Sports'
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Football

\urable.

The National Standard for Individual Giving and Volunteering:
5 Hours per Week and 5% of Annual Income
to The Causes of Your Choice

Student Special
$200 OFF
Any Large Pizza
IWAWMOU* IKIUIMd

AUTHENTIC

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOUP
DRAFT BEER • WINES

WITH COUPON
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

SUN. THRU THURS. ONLY

$16."®
2300 W. Alpine Avenue
(1 Block From 1-5)

LARGE 2 TOPPING PIZZA
[EXPIRES I2-3I-95|

p® National
|1 Mental Health
•* Association r>i

1-800-228-1114

1-5 Golf Practice Center
982-5700
Open till 11 pro
55 W. Hospital Road
South on 1-5 Across From the
San Joaquin. Count)' Hospital

Buy One Basket,
Get 2nd Basket
Valid only withcoupon

A. IVi-iAJ

462-6668

C O O L

have fun, meet
cool people and
earn cash?
Wear this
uniform!

S T U F F Y O U
N E E D T O
K N O W T O
G E T B Y O N
C A M t U S

Domino's Pizza
is hiring. The work's
part-time, the hours are flexible
and hey!... you'll have the chance to
meet everyone on campus!

Free Delivery

H

V* •

-
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Special rates for
UOP Students
VISA - MASTER CHARGE
FAX# 467-0320

1439 N. El Dorado #C ("209)467-7624
Stockton,CA 95202

952-3030

Medium
$5.99

E' V
Multicolor
Custom Screenpnntmg
Embroidery

California Tees

XJOP Value Meal
One Topping Pizzi
Small
$4.99

continued from page 25
touchdown. Taylor and his twin
brother Cary combined for 50 yards
on their next series to set up touch
down number four. The Taylor s ac
cumulated 217 of Arizona's 475 total
yards.
Perhaps the best news for UOP
might be the $250,000 the school will
pocket for being a stepping stone to
a Pac-10 powerhouse. UOP will also
receive hefty payments to serve as the
underdog to nationally ranked teams
like Nebraska, Oregon and Fresno
State this year.
So where does this experience
leave Pacific in terms of the big pic
ture?
With a relatively young second
ary, Pacific's cornerbacks and safety's
need to gain experience to grow into
the mold of departed all-conference
defenders like Jeff Russell, Darius
Cunnigan and Duane Thomas
Rodney Campbell will need to take
command to improve the communi
cation among the defensive backs.
Pacific will try to rebound when
it hosts the Beavers of Oregon State
in their home opener this Saturday,
Sept. 9 at 7 p.m. The Beavers were
fourth in the NCAA last year in rush
ing with 279 yards per game.
Admission is free with a validated
student ID.

Large
$6.99

Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 o mMonday - Friday

(209) 478-6290
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. " • STOCKTON CA O5207
ACROSS FROM THE HILTON ENTRANCE
Catering Available

viviv^vrtvi'*v*vm'»r*v>...
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The Associated Students
would like to congratulate
and welcome our new
Itniversity President and his family.
•I |
j| -T

President
Donald V. DeRosa
'

HHN—.

We look forward to par leadership and vision.

Welcome to UOPil

